
Driving in Israel for North American Dummies 

You’re getting near the end of your first year in Israel. Maybe you already have a car; probably you’ve 

rented one. You’ve done your share of complaining about the craziness of driving in Israel—the honking, 

dangerous maneuvers, lack of parking, and tailgating (did you know there’s no Hebrew equivalent for 

this word?), but you’ve basically gotten used to it. You’re already a confident driver. So you think to 

yourself, why do I need to take driving lessons before being allowed to take the driving test and get my 

license? 

Actually, there are many differences between driving in Israel and driving in North America—some 

larger, some smaller. We North Americans need to be humble, and realize the importance of learning 

the rules of the road.  Firstly for self-preservation—to minimize our chance of being injured. Secondly, to 

save money and grief—getting a ticket or being involved in an accident can be costly and much less 

simple to deal with than what we’re used to. My hope is also that we can contribute to improving the 

driving culture here, but that only works if we ourselves know the rules.  

Most driving teachers unfortunately don’t take advantage of the few lessons they give you to highlight 

these differences. Probably they aren’t aware of some of them. I have even heard stories of teachers 

who teach irresponsible driving—“why did you let that guy get past you?!” etc. My own experience was 

very positive—our driving teacher encouraged us to be aware of our surroundings and to drive 

cautiously, never rushing to a stop and not worrying about people who were honking inappropriately at 

us.  

Read more to learn some of the differences. 

Traffic Lights (רמזורים) 
Perhaps the most confusing part of driving in Israel for North Americans is the different way turns are 

handled at intersections with traffic lights. A green light with no other signs allows you to drive forward, 

to turn right, and to turn left. Do not wait to turn left at the yellow light or the beginning of the red!  

Frequently a traffic light is accompanied by an arrow or arrows:  

   

In these cases, you may proceed at the green light only in the direction/s indicated. 

At some intersections where right turns are permitted, you'll notice a flashing yellow light somewhere to 

your right (not part of a regular traffic light).  



 

This warns you to watch out for pedestrians as you make the right turn. At this kind of intersection 

pedestrians are allowed to cross—you have a light allowing a right turn but they have the right of way.  

At intersections that do not have the flashing yellow light, while you are turning right, pedestrians do 

not have the right to cross in front of you. 

At traffic lights in Israel, there are two different meanings for a yellow light.  If the light you are looking 

at is red and then changes to yellow and red at the same time, this means that the light is about to 

change to green.   

 

Some people behind you might start to honk at you that you should start driving.  Don’t.  Just be ready 

for the green.  If you are driving a gear shift car, put the car into gear now.  There is no equivalent of this 

yellow light in North America. 

If you are looking at a green traffic light and it turns yellow (NOT yellow and red), it means “slow down 

and get ready to stop,” just as it does in North America. 

 

At some intersections when you are in front of a green light, three seconds before the red/yellow 

appears, the green light flashes (ירוק מהבהב ), a further effort to get you to slow down and stop. As you 

lift your foot off the gas and before you apply the brake, you should check your rear-view mirror if 

possible to make sure the car behind you is far enough away that it will not hit you. Sometimes it's safer 

to continue through the intersection. 

And even when you have the green, the rule is the same as in North America—only proceed into the 

intersection if it is clear (despite the honking of the wise guy behind you).  

Traffic Signs (תמרורים) 
The official website of the Ministry of Transportation (משרד התחבורה)   

http://he.mot.gov.il/index.php?option=com_content&id=567:tt-ttamrurim-a&Itemid=127 

http://he.mot.gov.il/index.php?option=com_content&id=567:tt-ttamrurim-a&Itemid=127


has a link to an impressive PDF with all the signs of the road  (לוח התמרורים) 

http://media.mot.gov.il/PDF/HE_TRAFFIC_PLANNING/tamrurim2010.pdf 

(Hebrew only, as far as I can tell, but the signs are mostly symbols) 

In both the US and Canada, at virtually every intersection, two of the corners have either a stop sign or a 

traffic light. But in Israel, many if not most intersections use only yield signs, called ”תן זכות קדימה”—give 

the right of way. (For you grammar fans, the last word is pronounced “kedeeMAH”, not “kahDEEmah”, 

although many people mispronounce it.) It’s very important to be aware if you have the right of way. 

One reason is that otherwise you may never get through the intersection – others will see you 

hesitating, assume you're ceding your right of way, and just charge through. 

Fortunately the shape of the signs helps: traffic signs in Israel, as you can see if you scan the pages of the 

list, are triangular, circular, or rectangular. Only the yield and the stop signs have unique shapes: 

 
 

You can recognize the shapes even from the back, which can be useful if you’re at an intersection trying 

to figure out who has the right of way. 

Warning signs (101–147 in the list) are placed about 100 meters before the thing they're warning you 

about. This sign:  

 

is not a hat, nor a boa constrictor eating an elephant. It's a warning that a speed bump (פס האטה) is 

ahead.  

I found this one puzzling at first:  

 

It tells you that you are approaching an area with urban roads (אזור דרכים עירוניות), which is nice to know, 

but it also means the speed limit changes from 80 or 90 to 50, unless there's another sign right there 

with a different speed limit.  

This sign:  

http://media.mot.gov.il/PDF/HE_TRAFFIC_PLANNING/tamrurim2010.pdf


 

signals the end of the urban area, and it's not unusual to see other signs with the "not" line signaling the 

end of a highway, a one-way street, etc. 

Traffic Circles 
This sign warns you that a traffic circle (מעגל תנועה) is ahead: 

  

Traffic circles have saved lives in Israel, but are less familiar to North American drivers. If you are 

entering one, check the circle to your left. If any cars are there between 6 o'clock, where you are, and 10 

o'clock, you cannot enter the circle, even if it has 2 or more lanes.  If no one is driving in that area, it is 

safe and legal to enter. 

And here's how to signal when entering: 

 if you're going straight, you don't signal 

 if you're turning right or left, you use the appropriate signal 

 if you're making a U-turn, you signal left 

Speed Limits (מהירות מותרת) 
North American drivers are used to more frequent speed limit reminders when driving. So it's good to 

be aware of the default speed limits, which are 

 50 in the city 

 80 for an inter-city highway (כביש בין עירוני), unless it is divided, in which case it's 90 

 110 for larger highways (דרך מהירה) marked with this sign:  

 

These larger highways also have a minimum speed limit, 55, which is sometimes indicated with this sign:  



 

There are only a few of these larger highways in the country. They include the Ayalon, Highway 1 

between Shaar Hagay and Tel Aviv, Highway 6, and a few others. 

Crosswalks   
Canadians are more or less used to the crosswalk concept (מעבר חציה), although in Canada they are 

usually marked with a bright yellow overhead light. Americans are not as used to these, and they seem 

to pop up all the time in Israel. Get used to keeping an eye out for the blue signs that flank crosswalks on 

both sides of the intersection:  

 

Then be ready to brake if a pedestrian is trying to enter the crosswalk—it's a serious offense to drive 

through when someone is trying to cross. 

This can be confusing if a crosswalk precedes a stop sign. The rule is: Once you've checked the crosswalk 

for pedestrians, you may drive into it and slowly approach the intersection. If there is a line, stop there. 

If not, advance slowly to the end of the sidewalks, stop, and check to see if it's safe before entering the 

intersection. 

Important, but confusing, note: At an intersection with a traffic light, there are also white stripes on the 

ground for pedestrians. But these white stripes do not a (true) crosswalk make! When you are driving 

straight through the green light, do not stop, even if a pedestrian is standing there waiting to cross. The 

pedestrian must wait until she has the appropriate signal to cross. At such an intersection, there will be 

no blue crosswalk signs. 

Parking (חניה) 
Ahh, parking...perhaps the single best reason to leave your car at home and take any other form of 

transportation. But nevertheless, I will try to enlighten you on this subject, too. 

North Americans are unfamiliar with the extremely common custom here of parking on the "wrong" 

side of the street, that is, with the driver's side beside the curb. It's actually illegal here, too. Sadly, like 

many rules of the road, this one is almost completely unenforced. But think about it— it's actually very 

dangerous if you're driving along and suddenly a car is pulling out, facing you in your own lane of traffic. 

So I would suggest that you avoid picking up this custom, tempting as it may be if you're in a rush. 



Learn to never park where there are red and white stripes on the curb—even stopping is prohibited 

there. Blue and white stripes mean you must pay for parking. Very handy to buy an E-Z park gizmo 

[http://www.easypark.co.il/] or get the Pango app [http://en.pango.co.il/] on your smartphone so you 

can pay for parking without searching for a parking machine and finding change.  

Another interesting rule is that you can get a ticket if you park somewhere that a traffic cop or 

policeman deems is obstructing traffic. Obviously this can be arbitrary, but since I actually got a ticket 

for this offense, I know it exists. Apparently if the street is quite busy, and there is only one lane of 

traffic on the side you want to park on, you may be in violation EVEN IF you park somewhere with 

neither red and white stripes nor a sign prohibiting parking. Maybe some of you would like to take this 

up with your local city council. 

Being more aware of what's happening around us can help us be more prepared to deal with unfamiliar 

roads and road conditions, stay safe, and try to stay out of traffic court. But that’s a story for another 

day!  

http://www.easypark.co.il/
http://en.pango.co.il/

